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1 SUMMARY 
 

What is the Intention of the Forum? 

→ The Challenge: Industry working as a team to identify and solve industry issues 

→ IPEIA Mission: forum interaction between industry, regulators and educators. Create a platform 
to discuss industry specific issues. 

→ IPEIA’s Role:  is to facilitate the process. IPIEA provides linkage between the various Industry 
Groups, volunteers and staff to manage meetings and logistics. IPEIA schedules, hosts, chairs 
and takes minutes ICF meetings  

→ The Integrity Challenge: is an important part of the IPEIA Pre-Conference. Pre-Conference 
activities include: 

✓ Industry specific training 

✓ Corporate Workshops 

✓ Industry Group meetings 

✓ Regulator Updates 

✓ Integrity Challenge Forum  
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2 BASIC ORGANIZATION 
To ensure that all segments of industry were represented IPEIA requested that Industry Groups (IGs) 
provide committee volunteers representing their industry segment and that this representative group 
works on industry issues. Interested individual industry members were also part of the discussions. 

Participants in the ICF include: 

• IPEIA volunteers to provide ICF TF1 facilitation 

• Volunteer representatives from Industry Groups 

• Interested industry members 
 

2.1 Committee Members: 

Members who committed their time and effort regularly and attended bi-weekly meetings. 

IPEIA ICF LEADS: 

❖ Nick Marx - Integrity Risk Management 

❖ Theo Abels - Blu5 Engineering 

❖ Jim Yukes - AVH Engineering 
 

Task Force #1 Members (representing Industry Groups) 

Industry Group / IPEIA Members Name 

UPSTREAM CHIEF INSPECTOR ASSOCIATION (UCIA) John Sobacan (Shell) 

SASKATCHEWAN INTEGRITY ASSOCIATION (SIA) Doug Davey (Crescent Point) 

Shane Roysum (Yara) 

GENERATION UTILITIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE (GUAC) Izak Roux (Roux Engineering) 

Norm Suitor (Advisor) 

CONTRACT CHIEF INSPECTORS ASSOCIATION (CCIA) Izak Roux (Roux Engineering) 

Wayne Derwantz (Solution Corp) 

Paul Frederick (Peregrine Integrity) 

Trevor Paananen (Rae Engineering) 

ALBERTA REFINERS AND PETROCHEMICAL INSPECTORS 
ASSOCIATION (ARPIA) 

Mark Flebotte (Petrochina) 

Norm Suitor (Advisor) 

IPEIA MEMBERS Rick Marsden (Cenovus) 

Dylan Harrison (CNRL) 
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3 ICF TF1 2019 OBJECTIVES 

To our knowledge, the 2019 ICF is the first instance where the Pressure Equipment Integrity Industry Groups 
came together as one to provide solutions to Pressure Equipment Integrity issues. 

Prior to the February 2019 conference, IPEIA ICF volunteers approached IG Chairs to request for issues related 
to Pressure Equipment integrity. The Chairs provided input via telephone conversations and email.  

The discussion topics supplied by the Chairs included: 

1. Difference between inspection vs. assessment 

2. Triangle between competency, qualifications and certification 

3. Jurisdiction harmonization 

4. Many companies have pressure equipment across several province. Each province has own rules for 
inspector requirements. There is a need to harmonize pressure equipment inspector requirements 
across Canada. 

5. What does regulatory oversite of Pressure Equipment look like: awareness, inspection, auditing, 
enforcement 

6. Standardization of Inspector Certifications 

7. Why not adopt a recommend practice rather than regulate? 

8. Engineered pressure enclosures (EPE’s) 

9. Inspection and testing of safety valves, best ways to raise awareness of this requirement. 

The goal was to decide whether there is an industry need to standardize inspector requirements across Canada 
or even across the western provinces AB, SK, BC. If so, goal to define the scope (western provinces only, or across 
Canada) and develop potential solutions to get to the end goal – Harmonization of inspector requirements. 

The first ICF meeting was held at the 2019 IPEIA conference on Wednesday morning as part of the Pre-Conference 
segment of the conference. The meeting was held over a 2-hour period at the Kinnear Centre. Mr. Theo Ables 
acted as moderator; described the ICF concept to the audience and supplied the discussion questions. Discussions 
concerning the ICF topic were held at 10 tables, with 10 people per table. Each table had a moderator who 
gathered comments from around the table. 3 overflow groups also discussed the topics as there were more 
attendees than the tables accommodated.    Periodically table facilitators were called to the microphones by the 
moderator to readout the comments from their table which were recorded by two scribes, Ms. Jennifer Dowdle 
and MS. Ursula Winster-Goodfellow. 

Post conference, the IPEIA ICF members organized the recorded comments and developed a plan to take to the 
IGs to request volunteers to continue to work on the issues.  The first working group was designated Task Force 
1 (TF1).  

IPEIA volunteers and staff attended IG meetings during the 2019 spring and summer and described the ICF 
objectives to IG group members. The ICF benefits included: 

o an opportunity to work together as an industry 

o a platform for industry to communicate to government 

o support of IPEIA services to the IGS 
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IPEIA requested that the IGs select representatives from their groups to be TF1 members.  

To ensure industry participations, and at the same time discussions were taking place with the IGs, several 
individuals from companies interested in the process were also asked if they would participate in TF1. 

 

3.1 Interpretation and Conclusions 

An aggressive meeting schedule of one 2 hour meeting every second Thursday was initiated starting in July. IPEIA 
set up on-line meetings, supplied meeting agendas based on agreed topics and IPEIA volunteers facilitated the 
meetings. Discussions were recorded both digitally and through minute taking. Meeting minutes were distributed 
to the various TF1 members via e-mail after each meeting. IG representatives gave TF1 progress reports to their 
respective groups at their regular meetings. The outcome after a series of meetings was the development of 
definitions for: 

o Inspector 

o Assessor 

o Competency 

o Certification 

o Qualification 

▪ See appendix A for definitions 

 

TF1 identified the need for an Inspector logbook to track individual inspector experience. TF1 developed a Scope 

for a digital logbook, see Appendix B, which would require an estimated $35,000 development funding to be 

realized. The group stopped at this point for input from the IPEIA Steering Committee and the IGs to determine 

if they want to continue with logbook development. 

TF1 also determined that new questions for a new 2020 – 2021 Committee was needed. TF1 considered it 

important that the Pressure Equipment Integrity sector continue to work together to solve industry related issues 

with a single voice and to ensure the ICF continued to address industry issues over time.  
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Appendix A 
 

 IPEIA – Integrity Challenges Forum - Task Force 1 (TF1) Definitions 

Inspector • An inspector follows inspection plans to perform physical inspections in the field to gather 
data and provide it to others. An inspector includes visual and/or NDE inspectors and an 
inspector may provide an Assessor with recommendations. 

Assessor • An assessor is competent to write and update inspection plans, review inspections and 
manage inspection data, to determine pressure equipment Fitness for Service, and can 
approve repairs (based on specific proof of competency). An assessor must be familiar with 
the process, the equipment and the equipment history for the equipment being assessed. 
Each company determines who is competent.  

Competency • competent individual must be able to demonstrate they have the necessary skills, 
qualifications, required certification(s) and knowledge to properly complete an assigned 
task(s).  

Certification • Certification requires documentation of training. Certification can be provided internally by a 
company or externally by an institution.  

Qualification • To be qualified an individual must have the skills, training and knowledge to execute a task.  
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Appendix B 
 

 IPEIA – Integrity Challenges Forum – Digital Logbook  

Scope/ 
Requirements 

• IPEIA Logbook fields 

Development 
• Copy of Logbook 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZA3iuLZD6R5NZH9u_3ZQrtaSgxqWHhRa 

History 
• Since March of 2019, the IPEIA Integrity Challenge Forum (ICF) committee has been working 

on industry questions brought up at the first ICF meeting. ICF formed Task Group 1 (TG1) and 

in July 2019 began working to answer questions around inspector and assessor competency.  

Moving 
Forward 

Questions to 
Ask Industry 

• After many months of deliberation TG1 determined that a digital logbook managed by IPEIA 

which included up-to-date information about certifications and training, and that tracked and 

validated an individual’s experience was the best method to display inspector and assessor 

experience going forward. TG1 determined that a standardized logbook would benefit 

individual inspectors, service providers and end users by displaying information relevant to 

our industry.   The ICF’s TG1 committee is asking for your support in answering the following 

questions: 

 

1. Are you: 

a. An Inspector 

b. An owner user or service company 

c. Both 

 

2. Are you in favour of the development of a digital logbook for Inspector experience 

tracking? 

 

3. Inspectors: 

a. If a logbook was available would you subscribe to it to track your experience?  

 

4. Owner User or Service Company: 

a. if a logbook was available would you subscribe to it to verify the experience of 

inspectors? 

 

5. Inspector: 

a. If you would subscribe, would you be willing to pay a minimal subscription fee 

(estimated cost at this time less than $50/year) that would go toward develop 

and maintenance of the system? 

 

6. Owner User or Service Company 

a. If you would subscribe would you be willing to pay a subscription fee (estimated 

at $500/year)? 

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZA3iuLZD6R5NZH9u_3ZQrtaSgxqWHhRa
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Appendix C 
 

 IPEIA – Integrity Challenges Forum – Minutes from IPEIA- February 27, 2019 

IPEIA Conference 2019 
Integrity Challenges Forum 

February 27, 2019 
8:00- 10:00 

Kinnear Room 303 
From email: 

• 12 Facilitators (one at each table) made up of regulators and IG Chairs 
 

1. Mike Poelmann 
 

2. Tony Scholl 
 

3. Allan Hantelmann  
 

4. Chris Selinger 
 

5. Nader Shahara  
 

6. Doug Hill   
 

7. Doug Davey  
  

8. Vern Trimble  
 

9. Shane Caume  
 

10. Nick Marx  
 

11. Izak Roux 
 

12. Norm Suitor 
 
Introduction/Facilitator:  

Theo Abels 

Reference to Andrew Wells – mathematician 

 

The challenge – industry working as a team to identify and solve  

IPEIA Mission - forum interaction between industry, regulators and educators. Create a platform to discuss. 

Participants at meeting: the delegates 

Other Participants: Industry Group – 5 industry groups, 4 regulators 

Industry Groups: 

Doug Hill 

Shane Caume 

Vern Tremble 

Doug Davie 

John Sobocan 
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Regulators:  

Mike Poelman ABBSA 

Robyn Antoniuk 

Chris Selinger 

Tony Scholl 

 

Theo Abels speaking: 

Workshop, informal, one discussion topic & potential solutions 

Rule # 1 – no one wants to hear the problem – focus on what the solutions can be 

Be respectful, listen to all ideas. Bring forward ideas to discuss for future. 

What’s important to you?  

Regulators have previously been more willing to share thoughts 

 

 

Challenge: 

1) Standardization of Inspector Certifications 

2) Why not adopt a recommend practice rather than regulate? 

3) Engineered pressure enclosures (EPE’s) 

4) Inspection and testing of safety valves, best ways to raise awareness of this requirement. 

 

 

Challenge #1: 

Standardization of Inspector Certifications 

Many companies have equipment in each province. Each province has own rules different than the others. 

Certification relates to competencies 

Comment: ABBSA setting up good initiatives 

Comment: Nick Marx: TSASK taking initiative – made course to test those already certified 

Comment from Individual (name?): In USA there is differences in insurance that put pressure on what certifications are 

held. Insurance drives certifications 

Comment from Izak- what kind of inspection is necessary?  

Propose a two-level system – a) inspection of vessel or b) Integrity of Client? 

Nick: Industry group already has well set courses, and this should not be ignored 

Theo: Purpose is for IPEIA to carry the ideas forward and continue finding solutions for Regulators and IG through an ad-

hoc committee 

Comment: Mercantile side – AB has revenue from courses, as does SK (not so much in BC) 

Annual compensation to receive certification  

Comment: Base certification for all provinces and keep license for each province 

Comment: SK – base fee and then license fee (if don’t practice, then can’t keep license) 

A certificate doesn’t make you competent. Competency is the issue. 

Who is doing certification and what is their purpose? 

Izak- focus on standardization – don’t focus on changing regulations since policies will change or not be approved within 

each province. Focus on standardization of certification 

 

TABLE FEEDBACK: 

Table One: 

Robyn Antoniuk: 

Differences in how each province handles certifications. 

More difficult for TSASK to change regulations since embedded in regulations 

Easier for ABBSA 

Kept going back to competencies: Who is in charge of competencies? It’s the owner that should keep standard of 

competency. 
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Table Two: 

Bryce: good mix of people at table from different industries 

Focus on certification went back to competencies. 

Big difference between a) inspector on site to and b) who is reviewing and assessing 

National board is driver for Boilers. Different drivers for each board 

The more provinces you work in, the more certification you will have 

Table Three: 

Dale McLin 

Why is inspector different in each board?  

Table Four: 

Tony: 

National Board vs  

Endorsements for different equipment 

National standard potential.  

Recognizing different certifications in each province 

Table Five: 

Need all three sides of triangle – competencies is an integral part with certifications 

Look at good models in other industries for overall certifications 

Table Six: 

Focus on provincial certifications – each province should have. Value added for each province to have minimal 

certification 

Inspectors and Assessors – have different roles 

Table Seven: 

Keep certifications – would like to see multiple levels of inspectors. Higher level would be able to work over more 

provinces. SK has started a system like that. 

Piping – assumption if you are a boiler inspector that you are good at piping. Should not be assumed 

Table Eight: 

Mike 

Ask why does the person need the certification?  

In AB have entry level certification, a good idea. 

Table Nine: 

Why does all person on team need to be certified? 

Table Ten: 

Shane Caume 

Why not have standardization across all provinces? It’s a good idea. What is the purpose of collecting the fees once every 

three years? 

Table Eleven: 

We need different assessors for all the equipment 

Have on-line technical certifications  

All provinces should all be using same codes  

Inspection of piping different than …. 

Certification should be maintained as valid.  

Table Twelve: 

Went back to competencies discussion 

Break it down: assessors need extra training – need licenses in each province. Maybe assessors should have more 

education and training 

Table Thirteen: 

Nick Marx 

Inspections – they should have certification 

Different regulations, what is different. Someone should take a look at details. Probably minor.  

Competency is driving factor  
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Table Fourteen: 

Roger 

Similar to trucking industry – national recognized 

Inspection vs. integrity is different 

Table Fifteen: 

Ditto 

 

SECOND QUESTION: 

What does regulatory oversite of Pressure Equipment look like: awareness, inspection, auditing, enforcement 

Izak – proposed that three regulators speak of their roles, their purpose and the differences 

Chris Salinger: there’s a risk of owning equipment. Standard of public safety. Good corporate partners. Administer 

minimum standards. Public safety is established. 

 

Tony TSBC 

Public safety – reducing risk of person and property 

Most authorities can’t inspect everything 

Notifications of responsibly 

Auditing component.  

Education component 

Mike Poelman: 

Awareness, inspection, auditing.  

They do excellent job already 

What motivates this question? 

Real question: What could regulatory oversite look like going forward? Alberta already has good regulations/ the best 

 

Theo: 

What would work for Industry and what would be acceptable for the Regulators? 

TABLE FEEDBACK: 

 

Theo: 30 years ago, certification very different, owners no ownership 

ABBSA – if got audited every three years, this would get attention 

What level is appropriate?  

 

Table One:  

Roger: 

What it looks like: what ABBSA is doing today – don’t add more 

Bring more awareness. Education prior to so that don’t have to get to enforcement stage 

Table Two: 

Consistency of levels in each company.  

Awareness 

OP efficiencies  

No immediate consequence or action 

ABBSA has strong program 

Table Three: 

Nick 

What we have in AB is really good 

Talks by Americans about what ABBSA is doing. Well recognized. Plants doing what Methanex is doing. 

Comment from TSASK: summary of conviction – AER needs to be considered first 

Table Four: 

Do jurisdictions share failures together? Reply from audience: Yes- round table 

Enforcement of rules – should be from regulators 
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Table Five: 

Ultimately responsible for safety  

Awareness and education are key.  

Recommend all regulators get together and implement program for each province.  

Perpetual auditing scenario. If get audited from ABBSA, then can go into a province. 

Table Six: 

Shane Caume: 

Auditing consistency – mature programs vs. new programs 

Auditing standard not the same in each jurisdiction. Each auditor has own agenda it seems like. 

Awareness – equipment out there not licensed. Solve with awareness.  

Solve with enforcement. 

Table Seven: 

Could suggest another level, a much higher level, but not realistic 

Like current auditing that happens and have owner resolve issues.  

Like detail given in requirements. 

Want Scalability and flexibility in requirements.  

Table Eight: 

Regulators should focus on auditing of owners 

Auditing by regulators is necessary 

Table Nine: 

What is in SK is pretty good (Chris)       

In SK, Court will take over compliance of regulations 

In SK, Inspectors not carrying handcuffs. 

Do you need oversight? Yes, there is a need. Society expectation. Risk tolerance levels. Established fairness. Has it gone 

too far in some areas? But having flexibility is a good idea.  

Industry participation task groups.  

Table Ten: 

What is it today and how does it feel? Good for today and look for more. 

Could always be more. How do you share what you see at other places for best practices?  

Owner/users – condense into one? Performance based oversight. What does it look like? Auditory structure?  

Table Eleven: 

Compliance, public safety, …etc. Owners have a lot of compliance 

Sharing industry incidences 

All owners are delegated administrative authorities. 

Table Twelve: 

Public Safety, safety of environment.  

TSASK accolade. – working with Sask Integrity Association. (some other provinces  

Table Thirteen: 

Do regulators need to do inspections? 

Should ABBSA be competing with contracted companies by regulators. Building relationships. New construction inspection 

– who should do? ABBSA level certifications 

Table Fourteen: 

Current regime working well now. Small companies could use more awareness. Large more mature companies could use 

more flexibly.  

 

 


